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An Implementation of Surveillance Systems with
Dynamic Transaction Intervals under PQI Approach
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Abstract: Surveillance systems (e.g., humans and cars detection systems) become popular and deployed in several
places such as airports, banks, and parking spaces. In these systems, the cameras continuously send their recorded
video data to the remote processing computers for real-time collection or analyses. Transaction rate is one of main
factors to improve the performances of the applications for surveillance systems. For example, the probability to catch
the intruders can increase as the processing computers analyze video data got from the cameras with a higher transac-
tion rate. The previous simulation results shown that the transaction rates can be improved under our proposed method
compared with the conventional approach. However, in the practical situation, it is necessary to confirm the transac-
tion rates with some experimental results. Therefore, the goal of this paper is experimenting our proposed method in
a surveillance system in order to get the experimental results. In this experiment, we measure the number frame rates
instead of transaction rates of our proposed method. The experiment results show that the proposed method is able to
improve the transaction rate in our implemented system.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the surveillance systems are widely used in various

places such as airports, banks or supermarkets. In these systems,
each camera continuously send its recorded video data to the col-
lectors (e.g., storages, processing computers) for collecting or an-
alyzing. The performances of applications of surveillance sys-
tems can improve by analyzing the data got from cameras with
a higher transaction rate (a process for video data generation and
analysis). For example, detecting an intruder in the surveillance
systems, the processing computers can faster find the burglars
with analyzing the video data got from cameras with a higher
transaction rate. To improve transaction rates, we have proposed a
method under a progressive quality improvement (PQI) approach.
In this method, the processing computer dynamically changes the
transaction intervals depending on the transaction rates. Here,
a transaction includes a process for data generation and analy-
sis. Moreover, the proposed method adopted a processing quality
improvement (PQI) approach to reduce the communication and
transaction times.

The transaction rates of surveillance systems can improve by
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using a higher computational power of processing computers or
a higher communication bandwidth [1]-[5]. However, the exist-
ing surveillance systems send their video data with a constant
transaction interval such as 30 [fps]. Hence, the transaction rate
decreases. Therefore, transaction rates further improve by using
our proposed method in order to dynamically change the transac-
tion intervals.

In this paper, we implement a system to improve transaction
rates in the surveillance systems under a PQI approach. In our
implemented system, each recording computer can produce im-
ages that contain some qualities. The lowest quality has the high-
est priority to be sent to the processing computers. Only in the
cases when the higher qualities are needed for analysis, the pro-
cessing progressively collect them. For example, humans or cars
recorded in the image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce some works that are related to our system. In Section
3, we briefly explain TRDI under PQI approach. Our implemen-
tation is explained in Section 4, and experimental results show in
Section 5. Finally, we will conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work
In [6], a method to improve transaction rates has been pro-

posed. In this method, the processing computer dynamically
changes the transaction interval depending on the transaction
rates. The results shown that the transaction rates can improve
under this method. However, in the practical situations, it is nec-
essary to confirm with the experimental results. In this paper,
we further investigate the experimental results using the same
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method. The difference is this paper shows the experimental re-
sults for a surveillance system but the previous results used sim-
ulated data.

Systems methods for changing transaction interval have been
proposed [7]-[10]. Most of them adopt a simple approach in that
processing computers request the changes of transaction intervals
to data sources every a fixed number of transactions. However,
excessively short transaction intervals cause high computational
loads on processing computers and thus the transaction rates de-
crease. In our proposed method, the transaction intervals dynam-
ically change depending the transaction rates.

In addition, some implementation method to improve the per-
formances of surveillance systems have been proposed in [11]-
[12]. However, in these method the transaction intervals are con-
stant. In our implementation, the transaction intervals are dynam-
ically change.

3. PQI-TRDI Method

In this section, we explain our PQI and PQI-TRDI approach.
The PQI approach reduces the communication and transaction
times by progressively collect data from the lowest quality to the
highest quality. The PQI-TRDI approach is a method to improve
the transaction rates under the PQI approach. This method dy-
namically changes transaction intervals depending on the trans-
action rates.

3.1 Summary of PQI Approach

In PQI approach, each camera or recording computer can gen-
erate its recorded images in the progressive JPEG format, which
contains multiple images with different qualities (called scans in
progressive JPEG). The lowest quality image data (first scan) has
the highest priority to be sent to the processing computers. First,
the processing computers receive the lowest quality image data
and analyze the difference from the previous frame. The pro-
cessing computer skips collecting and analyzing the next lowest
quality image data (next scan) when it is meaningless. Only in
the cases where higher-quality image data are needed for analysis
(the processing computers judge to request higher quality when
objects are recorded in the image data), the processing comput-
ers progressively collects the higher quality image data from the
cameras or recording computers. Otherwise, the processing com-
puter receives only the lowest quality image.

3.2 Communication Chart of PQI Approach

Figure 1 shows a timing chart for stream processing under the
conventional approach and the PQI approach. In the PQI ap-
proach, the data Dn,a(t) (n = 1, 2, t = 1, · · ·) are divided into
some qualities. Here, Dn,a(t) is the observed original data of the
camera n at the cycle t. Dn,q(t) (q = 1, · · · ,Q) is the generated
data from Dn,a(t) of that quality is q. Each transaction includes
some processes for each divided data. In the figure, the number
of the qualities is 2 and the transaction consists of two processes
for the divided data Dn,1(t) and Dn,2(t). n is the camera number, t
is the cycles for data collections, and q is the quality. In the cy-
cle 1, the transaction finishes at the first quality in both streams.
In the cycle 2, the processing computer requires D1,2(2) when it

needs 

Fig. 1: Communication diagram for conventional approaches and of the PQI
approach

finishes the process for D1,1(2). The camera 1 transmit the re-
quired D1,2(2) and the processing computer starts the process for
D1,2(2). In this case, the transaction finishes when the processing
computer finishes the process for D1,2(2) since the number of the
qualities is 2. The transaction time in this case is reduced com-
pared with that under the conventional approach as shown in the
figure.

3.3 Transaction Rate-based Dynamic Interval (TRDI)

The PQI-TRDI method determines when and how long the pro-
cessing computer changes the intervals under the PQI approach.

In the PQI-TRDI method, the processing computer changes
the transaction interval when the average transaction rate for
some previous transactions changes largely in order avoid fre-
quent changes of transaction intervals.

3.4 Transaction Intervals Determination

In the PQI-TRDI method, the processing computer calculates
the average transaction time for the previous Cn transactions
(AveTTn(t) =

∑Cn
τ=t−Cn+1 TTn(τ)) and set the average value as the

new transaction interval. This is because a longer transaction in-
terval causes a less transaction rate and a shorter transaction in-
terval has a large possibility to increase transaction times.

3.5 Data Generations in the Recording Computer

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of cameras. Each cycle comes
every the transaction interval for the camera n (In) passes. When
the t th cycle starts, each camera n (n = 1, · · ·N) gets Dn,a(t) from
their sensors and temporarily stores it to their storages. First, they
generate Dn,1(t) from Dn,a(t) and send Dn,1(t) to the processing
computer. When the camera n receives the request of Dn,q(t), it
generates Dn,q(t) from stored Dn,a(t) and sends Dn,q(t) to the pro-
cessing computer. When the camera n receives the request of
changing interval to i, it changes its interval to i and rearranges
the start of the next cycle.

3.6 Data Processing in the Processing Computer

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the processing computer.
When the processing computer receives Dn,q(t), it processes
Dn,q(t). When q = Q, Dn,q(t) is the final quality data and the
transaction of t th cycle finishes. Otherwise, the processing com-
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Fig. 2: The flowchart for the data generation

puter judges the necessity of Dn,q+1(t). In case that Dn,q+1(t) is
needed for the process execution, the processing computer re-
quests Dn,q+1(t) to the camera n. Otherwise, the transaction of
t th cycle finishes. When a transaction finishes, the processing
computer checks the average transaction rate for previous Cn cy-
cles to judge whether the transaction interval should be changed
or not. TRn(t) denotes the transaction rate of the t th cycle for the
camera n and is given by the inverse value of the transaction time
TTn(t), i.e., TRn(t) = 1/TTn(t). The average value AveTRn(t) is
given by the following equation.

AveTRn(t) =

∑Cn
τ=t−Cn+1 TRn(τ)

Cn
(1)

The processing computer calculates R, which is the changing ra-
tio of the average transaction rates of the current cycle and the
previous cycle. That is:

R =
AveTRn(t)

AveTRn(t − 1)
(2)

The value of R that largely differs from 1.0 means that the aver-
age transaction rate changes largely. Therefore, in the PQI-TRDI
method, if the following inequality is satisfied, the processing
computer requests the change of the transaction interval to the
data source n. Here, Thr is the threshold for changing the trans-
action interval.

R < 1.0 − Thr or 1.0 + Thr < R (3)

The PQI-TRDI method use two parameters Cn and Thr for cal-
culating the average transaction rate to change transaction inter-
vals.

A smaller cycle Cn causes a more frequent change of transac-
tion intervals since the number of the transactions for calculating
the average value decreases. On the other hand, a larger cycle Cn

causes a smaller transaction rate since the possibility to change
transaction intervals decreases. Therefore, the middle value of
Cn improves both a less change and a higher transaction rate.

A smaller Thr causes a more frequent change of transaction
intervals since the processing computer requires the change of
transaction intervals even if the changing rate of the transaction
times is small. On the other hand, a larger Thr causes a smaller
transaction rate since the possibility to change transaction inter-
vals decreases. Therefore, similar to Cn, the middle value of Thr
improves both a less change and a higher transaction rate.
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Fig. 3: The flowchart for the processing computer
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Fig. 4: System architecture for our implementation

4. Implementation
This section, we describe our implementation for PQI-TRDI

approach.

4.1 Our System Architecture
Figure 4 shows our implemented system. The recording com-

puters are based on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B with Camera
Module V2 and connect to a Laptop as a processing computer
via 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T network (Allied Telesis Centre-
COM GS908GT switch). We used the Python programming lan-
guage and implemented as a upper human body detection system.
Each pi-camera gets every image frame with 480 × 340 resolu-
tion from its sensor and encodes into progressive JPG format,
which contains 10 different qualities (called scans in progressive
JPEG) as show in the Figure 5. These generated qualities are tem-
porarily stored in the memory. Firstly, each recording computer
send the lowest scans to the processing computer than other scans.
The processing computer detects upper human bodies in the re-
ceived scans. If the processing computer detects human bodies
in the firstly received scan, the processing computer requests to
the cameras to get the remaining scans (the higher quality image
data) and progressively collects them. Otherwise, the processing
computer skips collecting the higher scans. Table 1 shows the
specifications of our implemented system.
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Fig. 5: Images with different qualities

Table 1: Specifications of our implemented system
Items Details

Recording computer Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (1.2GHz quad-core ARM
Cortex-A53, 1GB memory, 100BASE-TX, Raspbian
Ver 10. Sep. 2019)

Camera device Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2
Processing computer (Windows 10 Pro 64bit) Dell Latitude E7240 (2.10GHz dual-core Intel Core

i7-4600U, 8GB memory, Intel HD Graphs 4600,
1000BASE-T

Network Allied Telesis CentreCOM GS908GT (100BASE-
TX/1000BASE-T), CAT5e cables

Cables CAT5e, 1m length
Num. of recording computers 3
Num. of processing computers 1
Num. of qualities in prog. JPEG 10
Comparison methods Without PQI approach
Evaluation items Frame Rate [FPS]

4.2 System Communications
Figure 6 shows the communication of our implemented sys-

tem. In this implementation, we use two channels for the com-
munications, communication channel and data transfer channel.
The common protocol TCP/IP is used for establishing of process-
ing computer and cameras and requesting the higher quality data.
The RTP ((Real-time Transport Protocol) is used for transferring
the image data between recording computer and the processing
computer. In our system, the processing computer first connects
to the recording computers via a TCP/IP communication (TCP
socket). The recording computers makes connection to the pro-
cessing computer in second step. If the connection completed, the
processing computer opens RTP channel and waiting for receiv-
ing RTP packets in the third step. If the connection confirmation
is established, the processing computer requests for image data is
started in step fourth. In step fifth, when the recording computer
receives requests for image data, it gets image frames from its
camera’s sensor and generates them into 10 qualities (10 scans)
for every single frame. The lowest quality (first scan) data is en-
coded into RTP packets and sends to the processing computer via
data channel in step sixth. Finally, the processing computer re-
ceives RTP packet and decodes the image data for analysis. In
the case that a higher quality image data is needed, the process-
ing computer sends the requests to the recording computers via
communication channel.

4.3 How to Generate and Request the Higher Quality
In this section, we explain how to generate different quali-

ties and requesting the higher quality data of every single image
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Fig. 6: The communication diagram for our implemented system
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frame.
Figure 7 shows how to generate some qualities from every sin-

gle image frame and requesting the higher quality image data.
First, the recording computer gets the raw image frame from its
camera’s sensor. Second, the recording computer encodes the
raw image frame into processing JPG format with 10 qualities
(called scans in progressive JPG) using OpenCV ( a popular pro-
gramming library for the computer vision field) and temporarily
stores in its buffer. Third, the first scan (first quality) is sent to
the processing computer. Fourth, when the processing computer
receives the first scan, it checks whether a human is detected or
not. Fifth, in the case that a human is detected in the first scan, the
processing computer requests to the recording computer in order
to get the remaining qualities and progressively collect them in
the step sixth and seventh, respectively. Finally, the processing
computer adds the remaining scans to the first scan in order to
get the improve quality image. In case there is not a human de-
tected in the first scan in step fifth, the processing computer waits
for receiving for the next frame ( the first scan of the next image
frame).

Figure 8 shows an example of data collection under our imple-
mentation using PQI-TRDI approach. Three cameras are there
for detecting upper human body by using our approach. In PQI-
TRDI approach, the processing computer collects and analyzes
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 Fig. 8: Images under PQI-TRDI method

 

Fig. 9: Images under no PQI-TRDI method

image data in the lowest quality with dynamically changes the
transaction intervals depending the transaction rates. In the cases
that a human is detected in the lowest quality, the processing com-
puter requests to get the remaining qualities and progressively
collects them in order to improve the quality of image data. As
shown the figure, Cam2-PQI-TRDI detects a human so that the
quality is improved. The qualities image of other cameras are not
improved since they are mis-detection.

Figure 9 shows an example of data collection under the con-
ventional approach. Each camera send its original image data
without dividing into some quality and transfer image data with
a constant transaction interval such 30 fps. The processing com-
puter analyzes the received image data with a clear image (a high
quality image). As shown in the figure, each image is a clear im-
age even there are not human detected such Cam1-No PQI-TRDI
and Cam2-No PQI-TRDI.

4.4 Transactions
Each transaction includes some processes for each generated

scans (quality). In our implementation, each image frame con-
tains 10 scans (10 qualities). Therefore, the transaction consists
10 transactions when the higher qualities are need. In the case
that the higher qualities are not needed, the transaction consists
only 1 transaction. The transaction time is time from starting get-

Table 2: Parameter values
Communication Bandwidth approx.100 [Mbps]

Communication Protocol RTP over UDP
3 Raspberry Pi devices live camera

Laptop 1
Image Resolution 480 × 340
Progressive JPG 10 scans

Initialize Frame Rate 30 fps
Threshold Rate 0.05
Image Analysis upper human body detection (HAAR)

ting scans from a camera’s buffer to finishing processing all the
transmitted scans at the processing computer. The transaction rate
is a inverse value of the transaction time.

4.5 How to Change the Transaction Intervals
In this implementation, we use 4 parameters for changing the

transaction intervals. Here, the parameters are cycle (Cn), average
transaction rate AveTRn(t), threshold (Thr) and average transac-
tion time AveTTn(t). We judge to change the transaction intervals
according to Eq.3. The new transaction interval is equal to the
average transaction time AveTTn(t).

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Experiment Setup

We use three Raspberry Pi devices connect to a laptop. Some
parameters used in this implementation shows in Table 2.

5.2 Transaction Rate Experiment
The performances of applications increase as the processing

computer analyzes image data with a higher transaction rate. We
check the average interframe in the processing computer instead
of transaction rates.

Figure 10 shows the average frame rate under 1 camera and
1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time
[sec.] and the vertical axis is the average frame per second [fps].
The communication bandwidth is approx.100 [Mbps]. The image
resolution is 480 × 340. The initialized frame rate is 30 fps. The
threshold (Eq.3) for changing transaction interval is 0.05. We cal-
culate the average transaction rate for every 1 cycle. The upper
human body analysis is implemented in the processing computer.
We can see that the average frame rate under PQI-TRDI and No
PQI-TRDI are almost similar approx. 10 fps. When a human is
detected, the average frame rate of both approaches reduce to ap-
prox. 8 and 9 fps. The average frame under PQI-TRDI is similar
to under No PQI-TRDI because the communication bandwidth
and processing computer has more extra capacities for process-
ing the image data.

Figure 11 shows the average frame rate under 2 cameras and
1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time
[sec.] and the vertical axis is the average frame per second [fps].
The other parameters are the same. We can see that the aver-
age frame under PQI-TRDI approach slightly increases compared
with the average that under the No PQI-TRDI approach. This be-
cause the PQI-TRDI approach dynamically changes the transac-
tion interval based on the average transaction time.

Figure 12 shows the average frame rate under 3 cameras and
1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time
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Fig. 10: Average frame rate when the number of the cameras is 1
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Fig. 11: Average frame rate when the number of the cameras is 2
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Fig. 12: Average frame rate when the number of the cameras is 3

[sec.] and the vertical axis is the average frame per second
[fps]. The other parameters are the same. We can see that our
proposed method gives higher frame rate than under the No
PQI-TRDI approach since the PQI-TRDI dynamically changes
the transaction intervals.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the transaction rate with dynamic

transaction interval. The experimental results shows that our pro-
posed method PQI-TRDI can improve the transaction rates for the
actual surveillance systems. We can see that the average frame
rate under PQI-TRDI approach is higher than the average frame
rate of No PQI-TRDI approach in case the number of cameras
increase. This is because the PQI-TRDI dynamically changes the
transaction intervals depending on the transaction rates.

In the future, we plan to implement a system with multiple
processing computers using this proposed method and consider
about other dynamic interval determination.
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